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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

18 80s Style Music Tracks or use The InGame YouTube Browser

3 Clubs + Miami Style Street with entrances to the clubs

Interaction: Ask a Dancer for a dance, you can choose between 20 dance styles

7 Various effects like Slow Motion, Neon, Fog, Alcohol, Drawing and more

Fun Games like Dart, Bowling, Mini Basketball, Pool Billiard and Arcade Machine

Teleportation and Free (Slide) Locomotion VR
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I just finished this game and... Wow. I loved it! It was a perfect love letter to point and click games and I loved the overall
theming. I did have a few glitchy-issues though!

- i got stuck at the carnival and had to restart
- make sure you leave all cell doors open!
- the music from the record player looped and wouldnt stop until i closed and reopened
etc.

So wait until there's a patch! But the game is super worth it and so much fun!. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game. A disgrace to gaming industry: PUBG ladies and gentlemen!

- Guy survives a light mashine gun headshot and two bodyshots afterwards? check! (and kills me directly afterwards)
- Server's are too busy to let me play after five hours of gaming? check!
- A community full of cancerous camping kids who think this is camper strike oder rainbowed d*cks? check!
- 30 dollars for a game with bugs and only 4 maps after 2 years release? check!
- Potato bullet drop? OOOF! Double and tripple check!
- All your FPS skills mean sh*t in this game? check!

Well where should I begin? It's trash. It's soo trash that it's almost good again. Remember algebra, that cancer from school
where minus and minus equals plus? yeah, that game's exactly that.
Even with friends only frustration.

If you wanna buy it, THEN WAIT for super duper sales, as this chunk of garbage is NEVER worth more than 5 bucks.. Bought
in sale,well worth the price ,in fact would have paied full price .
Really entataining missions ,having to use internet to solve some of the clues .
All in all very very happy with this purchase.
Andyinfrance. this game smells like cheese and is bad. if you've played all the Aveyond games and wanted more, this is the
"more". Just an extra fun to play side story where the hero is hilariously evil.. Optimized very well.. Not only "No".. but "Oh
Hell NO!" Stay away from this toxic minimal effort game by the developer at ALL costs!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dN4fhwchGUM

This is kinda what you'd expect from your typical Game Guru game. Drag and drop default assets within Game Guru engine and
hope to make a quick buck kinda game by the developer. Except.. this one is EVEN WORSE than most Game Guru garbage
I've seen. Less effort and less care by the developer is blatantly obvious, yet he asks THREE TIMES as much as your average
Game Guru trash game (Average is about $1.99 USD and for this he asks $5.99 USD)

Maps look like they were made in no more than five minutes each with the same three or four assets used over and over and
over and over, Absolutely ZERO thought put into any of the levels and each looks as if a drunken monkey created them as a
joke. Add to this that the game crashed three times on me with a black screen. (And before the developer can blame my
computer or Steam.. my Steam big picture and overlay was turned OFF before the game and my computer can handle ARK and
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1,000 other games with no problem)

At least Ivan Vs Nazi Zombies (which has been removed from Steam might I add) was only $1.99 and I could play the full
game, not possible with this trash as it kept loading my saved game after getting killed to a black screen with game sounds, Ugh.
This game just isn't worth the hassle or time, much less even a nickel of your money.

My Score:

VALUE: 0 out of 40 - A game that a developer spends no more than 20 minutes making and charges $6 for? Cough. Ridiculous.
Way to disrespect any fans you might have made in your previous games, mr greedy dev. ..ZERO!

FUN: 0 out of 30 - If you think feeling nausea at the blurry stretched terrain and awful controls "fun", more power to you!
...ZERO!

CONTROLS & BUGS: 0 out of 20 - With random invisible walls everywhere and constant black screen bugs, 0 is more than
this game deserves here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND: 0 out of 10 - Theres no points awarded for using stretched defaul textures and assets we've seen 100
times.

---------------------------

So what would look to add up to a 0 score because afterall, 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 equals 0 right? Usually! But not in this mess of a rip
off scam game! I confidently take away 20 points for wasting my time installing, uninstalling, and needing to request a refund,
and needing to seek professional help for ever thinking this was game worth a purchase! Subtract 20 points!

My Score: The lowest score I've ever given to any game in just about 300 Steam reviews now.. A NEGATIVE 20 %

Great Job Mr Self proclaimed "Developer"! Way to prove you are an indie developer only interested in ripping off your
customers with low effort garbage. {applauds}. One word, Addicting!. dissapointed by this game kind of repetive and more
tedious then anything relating to fun.
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Alright, played ~10 rounds single player.

Pros:
Seems pretty well implemented.
True to the whole 'COD zombie mode' as many have pointed out.

Cons:
Lag! with many zombies you easily feel the lag. (I have a pretty meaty machine)
Sounds: There's NO joy from shooting the weapons.. super puny sound assets, these should be upgraded asap.
Holster mechanic: I couldn't holster the machine guns etc, but i dont know if it should be possible.
I got stuck at the big blue 'rock' thing in the open square and quit after round 10 because i couldn't figure out what to do.
At round 10 i had ~20K $ and needed something more to happen.. perhaps if i could get past the blue thing.

I can't really recommend it now until i see more progress.
I will revise my review after next update.. Awsome, fun game. Would recommend!. its a good game. You can marry the queen
and use Eldritch powers to fuel industry, it's pretty fun.. Note: This game is for free for the next 2 days or perhaps a bit less.

This is more of an extension to the original game "Totally accurate battle simulator". The developer just turned it into a
battleground mode with some tweaks. The graphics, the game mechanics remain the same. So if you liked that game by any
chance, you would love this.
The game is silly in some aspects but i couldn't help but to feel the rush of adrenaline when the actual gameplay takes place. It
becomes all that serious, like any other battleground game.
It still has some bugs and can be laggy as hell at times. The servers are not working properly 100% as of this moment but these
are all temporary issues that will be solved within time according to the developer himself.
If you're into Royale battle/Battleground kind of games, you should really consider downloading this game. Its size is relatively
small and it is a lot of fun!

. this is an insult to my intelligence. It was nice having an autoclicker right away but the pictures make it look like you get those
spider web things in the corner by the money and stuff and I don't have that. Kinda disappointed, was the selling point for me
when I saw the spider webs. So I'm kind of disappointed. But I recommend for the auto clicker.. Game is broken after latest
update. Missing executable. Multiple users have issue. Cannot play game and no one is responding to problem.. perhaps arma's
best feature. It is a short story point and click game, but with a satisfying and invested story. Not to mention that it is
accompanied with its charming artstyle to suit it. I can't say much about it since it would be spoilers. But all I can say is, it is not
what anyone would expect at all. If you want a surprising and eventful story, go for this.

I just finished playing it, and am like. "WHOA, PHOO. WOW."

It is something that you just have to play it yourself and experience.
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